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The Mill

Random rubble walling to have
all cement based and loose
pointing 'picked' and removed.
Wall to be repaired where
required and repointed.
Gauged hot mix
(5part quarry sharp sand
- 0.5 part quicklime
- 1 part NHL 5)
Pointing to be in same sand,
mix to be 2.5 part sand
1 part NHL 3.5 with skyward
facing joints)

Existing roof and structure removed.
Wallhead of existing masonry walls reduced in height.
New roof structure and natural
slate roofing installed.

Gable reconstructed and reclaimed dressed skew
stones installed.

Existing structural opening retained and fitted with
timber exterior door and fixed side/top lights,

New aluminium rainwater goods.
Lindab 150mm halfround gutters
120mm downpipes.
Colour: Silver matt

Existing roof removed and
reconstructed to match orignial

ridge line.

Existing gable adjusted to
remove blockwork 'extensions' to

gable and reinstate original
gable form.

Aluclad Timber windows to
existing openings.

Triple Glazed.
(Colour: Olive Green)

Velux Conservation Style Rooflight
780x1398m
Note: Provides lighting to hallway.
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Existing gable adjusted to
reduce height

Aluclad Timber windows to
existing openings.

Triple Glazed.
(Colour: Olive Green)

New aluminium rainwater goods.
Lindab 150mm halfround gutters

120mm downpipes.
Colour: Silver matt

Existing corrugated metal
building demolished.

Remaining lower level walls to
be reduced to 600mm above

ground and capped with slate
coping.

New waterwheel to
manufacturers specification.

Size/arrangement tbc

Powdercoated Aluminium
railings to be at height 1800mm

above ground to prevent access
to wheel.
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facing joints)

Solar PV Panels
Style and energy requirement
to be confirmed
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Internal wall linings
removed, walls

repointed internally
and framed out with
insulated timber kit.
Cavity <25mm to
conform with solid
wall construction

requirements.

Existing floor removed
and sub base dug out

to allow install of
DPC/Tanking

insulation and a
screed floor

Existing structural
opening retained.
New windows fitted
and all internal ingoes
insulated.

New timber roof
structure and Natural

slate finish.
Insulated to ridge to

form insulated
envelope

New loadbearing
partition.
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